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Assessment:  

There are several components that makes a good story. In a book, the structure is more 

than likely introduction, rising action, climax, falling action, conclusion. A play consists of a three 

act structure. A television show, however, can fit none of these structures or can be a blend of 

several structure because different television series are always looking to stand out. This gives 

television an edge over other creative mediums. While a film may only last 2 hours, a television 

series is a continuation of a story, therefore can act as an extended book with chapters or play 

with acts. This gives a screenwriter creative freedom because they have complete exemption 

from following a traditional format. In this research assessment, my goal is to learn about the 

many ways of story development of a television series so I may apply it to my own original work.  
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What makes a television show completely different from books, plays, and films is that 

they have the ability to have many side stories to delve into the characters while still keeping a 

main plot that drives that storyline further. This is a item pointed out by Riverdale story editor 

and screenwriter Britta Lundin, who spoke on what it is like to be in the writer’s room of a major 

TV series, in screenwriting podcast Paper Team. The biggest thing I took away is that there is 

no formal procedure to develop the story. Lundin describes that when they are mapping out the 

season of Riverdale they usually first develop the main story arc of a season, including its 

introduction to show and its endpoint, and divide it along the episodes. From there the arc 

guides the characters’ actions throughout the episodes, which progresses parallel to the 

characters’ personal beats. In the writer room, they don’t immediately start writing the 

screenplay; collaboratively, the writers go scene-to-scene, concept-by-concept, infusing things 

they would like in the screenplay -- from emotions, references made, to even small snippets of 

dialogue for the scene. Once it is all down on the drawing board, then the writers could actually 

begin the writing process. To me, it is surprising how abstract the process can be at the 

beginning. I see it as a guess-and-check because it mainly consists of storytellers playing 

around with ideas, allowing room to toy aspects of scenes both small and large. I also would like 

to point out how much I love that when working in a television show it is all collaborating. While I 

love creating stories, it is impractical to write an entire series all by yourself without much 

perspective. Overall, it’s fascinating to see how television shows allow for characters’ personal 

beats intertwining with the plot into one harmonized story. 

Another source I learned from was award-winning Disney screenwriter Chandus 

Jackson, who provided a commentary in the book Now Write! Screenwriting: Exercises by 

Today's Best Writers and Teachers. One piece of advice he gave is to “test the marketplace” 

with your story ideas. In layman's terms, try them out on friends and family to see if the 
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understand and/or like the story. If not, then it’s time to go back to the drawing board. Another 

point he made was that just like Lundin, Jackson believes you should never settle on a strict 

storyline. As he puts it,  “There’s no worse feeling than spending months or years on a script 

only to discover that another writer’s similar script has been green-lit for production”. By not 

writing alternatives and be willing to compromise, ultimately the story’s progress will reach a 

stalemate. I thought Jackson’s commentary on the subject really spoke to the frustrations that I 

have as a storyteller, developing ideas to just figure out that it won’t work. However, I will try out 

the exercise in creating a “family tree of sorts” of different concepts I have and their 

relationships to one another. 

Storytelling is a learning curve. There is no right or wrong way to do it, it mainly depends 

on the writer and what works for you. Yet in taking a closer look on story development, I could 

see the consistency in many screenwriters’ processes.  Learning from experts in the industry is 

truly amazing to hear them speak to their expertise. I will definitely take note of advice as I start 

to work on my original work. If I could sum up everything these two writers have said in one 

overarching theme of this assessment, it would be that a story is always in construction. There 

are so many ways one could go with a story, the trick is letting the plot and the character lead 

you the right way. 
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